=ceforul=1984==20==Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode =#7=20
Week # 6
Mission: "The Peacekeepers"
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==Contact with the USS Apache has not been re-established since the final =distress call received hours ago. The message stated that the Apache had =been boarded by an unknown number of unidentified hostiles, and then ended =abruptly. The worst was feared until a short time ago, when an emergency =encrypted automated message was received detailing the situation from an =Away Team attempting a counter insurgency as they returned to the Apache.=20
==20
=Host Jafo says:
=The report detailed a failed re-boarding and the subsequent takeover of =one of approximately 15 Peregrine-class fighters surrounding a disabled =but contested Apache. A Breen battle cruiser is reported to have arrived on the scene with unknown intentions; we assume they are working =in concert with the Cardassian Pirates that allegedly follow Glinn =Dorchel, however, nothing is known of their intentions at this time.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=We extrapolate that fighting has broken out deck to deck as the crew of =the Apache attempt to retake the vessel.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 6 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@::on the flight deck of the Fighter, frustrated::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: At Science one preparing to go to Main Science Lab ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::at ENG attempting to intercept as many Cardie Coms as possible::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::is at her station on the bridge::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: grabs his phaser rifle from the side of a bio-bed :: CMO: Doctor: If =you are ready, we will begin our attempt to get to Engineering.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::in sickbay, still amazed at the happenings but trying to keep busy::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir I’m gonna have to go to Main Science I cant do much from =here.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::tries to reconfigure the micro-torps::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@OPS: How it coming along, Rikus? Can you tap into the Cardassian =communications on the Apache or on the Breen vessel?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::abruptly looks at CEO, forgot he was here:: CEO:  I'm ready Lt. Let's =do it.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::turns to Kylorean:: CSO: Be careful.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@CNS: How are you feeling Counselor?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@:: on the flight deck of the peregrine fighter::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::sends a message to her team to do everything they can to regain =control of the captured decks::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::grabs a phaser rifle and a sidearm, just in case::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO:  Take a security team with you.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: *Bridge* Bridge, this is Lieutenant Asadourian, I have =prepared to beam into Engineering.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Aye Sir.  SEC: Chief have a security team meet me in Main Science =Lab
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Lu's successfully completes the modifications on =the micro torps making them low-yield Quantum Fissure Torpedoes.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@FCO:  Well, sir, I'm trying ... but it doesn't look hopeful... =::sighs::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
# =::Preps shuttle for departure::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@OPS: Do your best, Rikus.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CSO: Aye Sir... ::chooses a team to meet the CSO in the Main Science =Lab::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@NAUG: Lets try to get the shield frequency for the Breen cruiser.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@FCO: Yes sir, you know I will... ::smiles::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@CTO: Sir it appears the shields of the Breen Cruiser are operating at =full strength.
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@CTO: Aye sir
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@~~~~CO: Tyria, can you hear my thoughts?~~~~
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Mr. Yeung report.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=*CEO* Acknowledged Lieutenant
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@CNS: That’s not good news Mackenzie.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: I'm still in Main Engineering, awaiting orders, sir.
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::taps on console working on getting shield frequency::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  We have to devise a plan...  ::thinks she hears something and =turns toward the viewscreen::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#::Checks status of team, then requests departure clearance::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Power levels fluctuate on deck 9 as the computer =virus slowly makes its way through the occupied decks ... emergency =bulkheads slowly open there.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: turns his phaser rifle light on and gets to a door :: CMO: Ready when =you are.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Sir, Lt. Asadourian has informed me he is preparing to beam to ME...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Stand by
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Sir we need to find a way to communicate in a secure fashion.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Aye, sir.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: tries to block the pain :: @CTO: No Sir it isn't
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::takes a deep breath:: CEO: I'm ready Toros, let's go!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: S'Toran?  ~~~~
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::keeps track of virus' progress::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: I agree ... maybe some sort of trap for Dorchel...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: taps at the door console and opens it running out to the left and =taking a defensive position ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::still attempting to link to Apache Coms, but looking more and more =frustrated by the sec::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@CTO: How does it go with those torpedoes? ::head snaps up as he senses =his wife's thoughts::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Drathlai connects a relay he missed the first time =around and suddenly Glinn Dorchel is screaming in his ears.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::follows Toros, getting on the opposite wall slightly ahead::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods imperceptibly:: SEC: Do you have something in mind?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
==CO: Ma'am ... I =am receiving data from the virus ... it has made it's way through deck 9 =and is releasing the bulkheads...
==20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Sir the modifications are complete.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@~~~~CO: Tyria! What is the status of the Ship? How can we assist?~~~~
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@FCO: It is difficult to speculate why the Breen are assisting the =Cardassian Pirates.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@Self:  ACK!!  ::settles down::  FCO:  I linked up ... got Dorchel ... =put it on main?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: motions towards a Jefferies tube access point and goes to the =adjoining corridor looking for enemy targets ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: I am not certain as to what Dorchel wants specifically, however, if =we knew for sure we could make him think he is getting what he wants...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Power cuts out on deck 9 and the lights suddenly go =dark ... corridor lighting fades.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  Get your teams on it!  Get them into position to enter and retake =the deck
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#:: Shuttle departs on mission::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::nods:: CO: Yes Ma'am!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@Naug: How’s it going with the Breen shield freq?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@CNS: Indeed, Counselor. But you can bet it's no good purpose. OPS: YES! =Do it!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::puts message through main system::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::grins as he monitors the results of the virus::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::deploys her teams to head directly to deck 9::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
==CO\SEC\*SO*: =We are going to use PADD’s to communicate ... I don’t =believe that they can listen in.
==20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@ALL: I have established contact with the Captain!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Drathlai puts the Com on speakers and they are suddenly listening in on =Glinn Dorchel communicating with her underlings outlining the next wave =of his plan to download information from the Main Science Lab.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: We have intruders in control of decks 9, 10, and =11. ~~~~
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*SO*: All right, sir. ::grabs the nearest PADD::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CSO: Acknowledged... ::takes out a PADD and configures one for herself =and one for the captain for communication::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::covers Toros, looks to see if coast is clear, and motions Toros to =head to Jeffries tube::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@FCO:  Can you transfer this info to the Captain?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::gestures at screen::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*/CO/SEC: Make sure you encrypt them
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A Breen Officer steps out of the darkness in front =of Naegle and falters in surprise at her.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CSO: I am already on it, Sir
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@CTO: I got the freq. sir
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@~~~~CO: Captain, listen through my ears to what you hear. We have =tapped into Glinn Dorchel's Coms.~~~~
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::reconfigures PADD for encrypted transmissions::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO:  Understood, get them distributed as widely and =quickly as possible.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: sees the Breen Officer and takes aim :: Breen: Hold it right there!
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::hands the CO her PADD..I have taken extra precautions so we won't be =detected, Ma'am::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Breen draws his disruptor on Naegle.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC: We may be able to find out what Dorchel is after....
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: fires his phaser rifle at the Breen Officer ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@TO: Transfers it to the micro-torps.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::wonders why she took this detail::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: I’m headed to Main Science.  :: using the PAAD:: *SO* head to =secondary labs and try to get control back
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: How?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: I'm on my way.
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@::taps console transferring data to micro-torps::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::berates herself for not looking more carefully::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Sir, are you all right??
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#::Goes over operation with team::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@ALL: Everyone, Decks 10 and 11 are under Cardassian Control. We need to =get onto those decks. Opinions.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::grabs his phaser rifle and enters the Jeffries tubes::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Breen officer falls as Toros shoots him.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: She is downloading more information from Main =Science?~~~~
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: runs over to the access point and taps at the Jefferies Tube door =console opening the hatch and waving Janet in :: CMO: Be more careful =Janet, I can't stand the thought of losing you.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: heads toward Main Science Lab::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::begins rushing down the ladder to deck 17::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@CTO: Fine, Max. Thank you. ::has an idea:: Max, have you been =continuing training with your mental shields?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Yeung, who should never rush on a ladder, misses a =rung and falls the last few feet.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC: Commander Turnbull and his team have tapped into her Com system....
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Yes I have..
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: uses a tricorder to scan ahead for hostiles ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Any reports yet on what they have found?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: What do you have in mind??
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@FCO: It is possible this Breen ship is also acting alone. The Breen are =usually xenophobic.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@OPS: Keep Dorchel on speakers as long as you can, but see if you can =corrupt the data flow to the Breen vessel.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::enters Jefferies Tube taking a defensive position to cover Toros.::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@:: it's so hard to think ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Self: Urgh! ::rubs his bottom as he gets up and exits the tubes::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@CTO: With your permission, a mind meld might yield more data. You could =communicate with the Captain through our permanent link.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: enters and closes the hatch behind them ::  CMO: Two decks down, And =to the right I believe...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Com from the Peregrine begins to break up as =Dorchel explains that they are going to make their way to the Main ... =and cuts out.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::pulls out his Tactical pistol, takes it apart and cleans it::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  Get a team to Main Science NOW!  Dorchel is downloading =information from there...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: exits Jefferies Tube on Deck four :: Self: Now to get to Main Science
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@FCO:  Yes sir, working now...  ::tries to place static in the data =transfer beam from Apache to Breen vessel::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Sir, wouldn't that make it possible for me to hear your thoughts.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@CNS: Calgary, do you need rest?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#<SGT Durham> CIV: Course sir?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::rushes to secondary science bays::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Aye Sir!  Sec teams: Head for Main Science immediately! I repeat ... =immediately!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::puts his gun back together, checks the action::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: using PAAD::  CO: I’m on deck four Sir
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::holds rifle ready to fire while going down the Jeffries tube, but soon =finds it awkward, so straps it to her shoulder so as not to lose it.::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@CTO: Temporarily, Max. I don't mind it.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Breen cruiser's weapons go active as their sensors =fire up to full power trying to find the source of the interference.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Oh ... wait I see, I would have to use the blocks after ward...
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: I am attempting to lock him out Ma'am... ::taps vigorously at her =console::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@FCO: I'll be fine Sir, thank you. ::sure you will::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#<SGTDurham>: Head for the main shuttle bay once we are in range
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Sir, to get back the Apache, that’s fine...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::enters science bay and lays his rifle next to a console he accesses::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: begins to crawl through the Jefferies tube shouldering his phaser =rifle and taking out his phaser :: CMO: Are you all right Janet?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@FCO:  The Breen are looking for us ... shall we quit interrupting them?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  Good, do what you can.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: enters Main Science Lab::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::nods::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CEO: I'm fine Toros, I was just wondering the same about you.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@~~~~CO: I am adding Max to our link temporarily, Tyria.~~~~ ::reaches =for Max’s katra points:: CTO: Then we shall meld again.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@OPS: Yes, quit now.
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@::like to get my hands on Breen scum::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods and continues to crawl relieved :: *Bridge*: Bridge, There are =Breen aboard the Apache, Repeat there are Breen Intruders aboard.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#::recites plan in his mind::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: I'm ready.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::punches a button to stop interference::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::cracks his knuckles:: Self: Time to cut your access.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Storal arrives in the Main Science Lab and finds =his officers strewn about unconscious. However, no one is standing in =the room.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@::melds with CTO Lu::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::sends false data to the main control panel to Main Science in an =attempt to fool Dorchel's download::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::using PADD:: CSO: Be alert Lt.  You may have Cardassian =pirates there soon.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Breen Cruiser fails to locate the Peregrine as =they cut out their interference.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::remembers her close call with the Breen:: CEO:  I guess I should be =more careful, huh?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@:: watches the FCO and CTO meld :: self: I hope this works
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: I understand S'Toran. ~~~~
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::tries to cut off computer core access to unauthorized personnel::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@FCO:  Should we drop an 'interference buoy' to do what we were doing =without the risk of getting caught?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: using PADD: SEC: Acknowledged, all personnel are unconscious
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@::watches to FCO and CTO::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::talk to the PADD:: *CSO*: I have just gotten data that Dorchel was =there downloading information....
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: smiles :: CMO: We should both be more careful :: gets to a juncture and stands :: CMO: =From this point we should have no problem getting down to Engineering. =:: goes to a console and begins tapping at the controls :: CMO: Stand =ready.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@ALL: We need to get back to the Apache, and retake Decks 10 and 11. =::steps away, melded with CTO:: Opinions, people.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#::Tries operational security codes to open main shuttle bay doors::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC: Anything?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The virus moves on to deck 10 and begins working there shutting down =system ... internal sensors now are able to pinpoint the Cardassian Life =Signs as their transporter inhibitors fail.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::stands ready with phaser rifle in hand and ready to defend the deck::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Lets do it, I’m ready to take back the ship.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@~~~~CO: Captain, I would suggest they could access your Coms. What if =we were to broadcast FALSE information over them?~~~~
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: locks down Main Science::  Computer: Lock Main Science Doors =Authorization Storal Alpha Theta 267
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: For some unknown reason the Main Shuttle Bay doors =start to open ... much to the surprise of those on the bridge.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Sir, I am getting a report that there are Breen aboard Apache
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#SGT Durham: Take us in Durham and alert team to be ready for drop..
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#<Sgt Durham> CIV: Aye, sir
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Sir, the shuttle bay doors are opening ... I am trying to get a =source of who is accessing them...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: opens the hatch below them and holsters his phaser taking and turning =on his Phaser Rifle ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: heads to the nearest console and tries to terminate download::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Storal is unable to discontinue the link.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: MCPO Abbott is attempting that now, and we are using a secure =means of communicating with our teams below =deck.  S'Toran, Breen have been detected as well~~~~
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
==::takes point =for Toros::
==20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@FCO: Sir, if we can be inserted in decks 8 and 11.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC: Keep on it!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@~~~~CO: Do you have transport capability?~~~~ ::sees the main shuttle bay doors opening on his readout:: ALL: Damn...the shuttle bay is =opening! All hands, ready for a rough ride and a worse landing! ::sets =course for the shuttle bay::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Yes Ma'am...
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=#Team: Remember noise and communication discipline....Prepare to depart.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Self: hmm ... I wonder...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: grabs the ladder and seeing at the bottom door is closed jumps down =and takes a defensive stand when he lands ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Evans' shuttle lands in the Main Shuttle Bay.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
==@~~~~CO: I know about the Breen. there is a battle cruiser out here. We =are attempting to land in the shuttle bay that is opening for us.~~~~
==20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Using the PAAD:: CO\SEC: I can’t terminate the link.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@::Thrusts at the open shuttle bay doors::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=<PADD>CSO: What about the virus...can you direct it to the link?
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@::holds on::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@::eases back on the thrusters but is ready to pull away::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: No with main power out we and emergency power =limited we are unable to transport... Be Careful! ~~~
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::follows Toros and waits for his instructions as she takes her own =defensive position::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: scans the juncture and looks up at Janet :: CMO: You coming' ?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@:: rough ride great:: :: holds on as best she can ::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions to team to disembark shuttle::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Peregrine is a touch larger than your standard =shuttle and as it moves into the shuttle bay it collides with a series =of maintenance cranes smashing them to bits ....
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::holds onto console::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@::cuts power and stabilizes::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::jumps down:: CEO:  I'm here, now what?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=<PAAD>: SEC: Acknowledged. :: tries to use the virus to terminate the =link
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  The away team is using the advantage of the open bay doors to =board the Apache!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::tries to make the download got into a feedback loop::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CMO: Two more Decks. :: goes to the console and opens the hatch ::=20
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Breen Cruiser monitors the movements of the =Peregrine and orders the others into a position to fire on the main =shuttle bay.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CEO:  I'm with you, engineer!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@::shuts down main power:: ALL: Get ready to exit! Keep your EVA suits =on as long as you can!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@FCO:  Peregrines are firing on the shuttle bay!!
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@:: loses her grip as they land in the shuttle bay and falls on left =shoulder :: self: that hurt
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The stolen peregrine lands near Evan's shuttle.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::takes a defensive stance as Toros opens the hatch::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@CTO: The other Peregrine fighters are lining up to fire on us
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::motions for him to open the hatch::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::runs over to Cal and helps her up::  CNS:  Are you okay?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The hatch won't budge for Toros.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@~~~~CO: Close the doors! We're in!~~~~~
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  Is there any way to close the shuttle bay doors?  ::hears =S'Toran::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=<PAAD> *SO* I can’t terminate the link
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@FCO: I've had better days Sir. :: tries to smile, now is not the time =to pass out::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks back at the hatch :: Self: Why won't it open! :: taps at the =console attempting to bypass the security systems with his command codes =::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks at Toros::  CEO:  Do you need some help, Chief?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::team disembarks the shuttle and takes cover assessing the situation::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: I will attempt that now Ma'am... ::tries to close the shuttle bay =doors::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@FCO: We need to get out of here fast!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The lights blink out in the Jeffries Tube that =Toros and Naegle are in.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=<PADD> *CSO*: Neither can I.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: shakes his head :: CMO: She's being stubborn is all. :: attempts to =... :: Self: What the ...=20
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@ALL: Lock and Load. Take no chances. Use your judgment, but use of =deadly force is authorized. Let's take our home back! ::moves to the =hatchway::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=@:: gets up slowly with the help of Rikus:: @OPS: Thank you
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Shuttle Bay doors do not budge.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks as the lights go out:: CEO: Oh brother, now what do we do?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: I'm having no effect closing the doors Ma'am....
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::stands quickly and walks over to the TAC console:: SEC: Any progress?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: takes a defensive stance and eyes all the access points to the =juncture they're in taking out his tricorder and scanning them ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  Keep trying...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::smiles::  CNS:  No problem ... now lets get out of here before this =thing explodes...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::takes phaser rifle in her good hand:: self: watch out for the one =armed bandit!
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Yes Ma'am....:;tries to access the virus to direct it to the shuttle =bay doors to close them::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~ FCO: We are unable to close the bay doors from =here.~~~~
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions team to exit shuttle bay, in bounding moves to keep cover::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Tries to use reserve power to create an EMP to terminate the link.::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::still gets nothing and slams her fists down on her console in her =frustration … uttering a Klingon curse::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::jumps slightly startled:: SEC: Calm down, D’Layna don't panic
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
==::sighs =discouraged:: CO: I am sorry Ma'am ... I cannot control my temper at =times...
==20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: takes out his tricorder and scans the adjoining sections for any =bio-signatures ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=@ALL: Ok, people, the jig is definitely up! They know we are here, and =we have to get that bay door closed! OPS: Get to that override! REST:=20Give him Cover fire, on maximum! Target anything coming through the bay =doors or shooting at us! Deadly force is authorized! MOVE! MOVE! MOVE! =::leads way out of shuttle, scans left/ right left/right::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  We all have times like that, but now we need all of our wits about =us.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==ACTION: =The Peregrine Fighters begin firing into the Main Shuttle Bay bombarding =the shuttle sitting in there.
==20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: I assure you, I never loose my wit ... Ma'am..
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=@::Jumps out of Peregrine running full force to the override::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::stands in a defensive stance and looks at CEO for instructions::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@::gets phaser and gives cover ready to shot at anything::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::rolls away from the hatch that's on the inward side of the bay::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::using PADD:: CSO: Have you made it to main science?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions team through corridor to  access way::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@:: set the Peregrine to autopilot and hopes it launches the torps at =the fighters::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::runs out of the fighter::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods quietly:: SEC: I see...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: watches Rikus anxiously :: @Self: Be careful
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::hurries with head down until he reaches console, and begins working on =overriding and shutting the bay doors::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: folds up his tricorder and holsters it :: CMO: Nobody :: goes back to =the console to see if it's on ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::runs zigzag to the door override, shooting as he goes out the bay =doors::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::taps console, trying to figure out a way to cut the data link::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::runs across the deck ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The console is struck by phaser fire and melts in =front of Drathlai.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Self: son of a ... hmm.. FCO: any other ideas?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Energy Buildup continues in the Main Science =Lab and is reaching critical levels.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@::activates the slave on the Peregrine fighter::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::tries scrambling the data being accessed by the Breen::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions for one to use access ways to head for main engineering::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::ducks behind debris, scans left/right, reaches the airlock door and =opens it:: ALL: Over here! MOVE!
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: follows the FCO unable trying to shoot also:: self: accuracy no, =noise yes
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::relaxes just a bit:: CEO:  How can I help you, Toros?  Engineering is =your department, Medical is mine; I can't heal the ship, so how can I be =of assistance?
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=@::moves toward FCO::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::runs for airlock after FCO::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::console bleeps of the energy buildup in Main Science::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=@~~FCO: I have a little surprise for them~~~.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: In the Main Shuttle Bay, auxiliary shuttles begin =to explode, their remnants raining down on the Away Team from the =bombardment from the fighters.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::takes cover behind debris and tries to target ships outside:: ~~~~CTO: =Now would be a good time!~~~~
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Energy Buildup in Main Science Threatens to =blow out the emitters.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=:: activates the fighters slave::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: is relieved to see the TO join them :: :: looks for cover::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks over D’Layna’s shoulder...::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Strategically moves team through ship towards main engineering::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::come on work::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: gives up on the console and reaches on top of one of the hatches =taking down a panel and taking two Manual Override tools handing one to =the CMO :: CMO: Manual Override.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Ma'am I am reading a massive energy build up in Main science....it's =threatening the emitters
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::gets his team into the airlock, not leaving any behind::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::jumps to a position right by the FCO::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Slave system on the Fighter begins to work and =respond to Lu's commands...
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::takes cover::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: ... just in time to be slammed back down to the =deck by phaser fire.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::makes sure he is the last man thru the door, covering Lu as he works =his trickery::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::Takes Manual Override from CEO:  CEO: Okay, I think I can do this.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: hearts racing as we finally clear the shuttle bay::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Storal's console is fairly crackling with energy as =the buildup threatens to rip through the Apache.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::activates the micro-torps::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
==::Rikus looks =at the fighter in disbelief::  Self:  why must we be shot back down =every time we get up?
==20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  We have to shut it down! ::moves to the science console and enters =a series of commands::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: fastens his Manual Override onto one side of the hatch and begins to =pull ::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::fires phaser back ::  self: take that scum
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: fires EMP pulse ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::targets as many fighters he can.::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CTO_Lu: We're out of time! Come =on!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The hatch opens and dumps Toros and Naegle out of =the Jefferies Tube.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: I am attempting that now... ::keys in entries to try and =lock it down::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::follows CEO's lead and begins to pull when she gets her =Manual Override positioned::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::waits for Max to clear the hatch::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: Yes … on right behind you.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::runs::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::lands on Toros::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::has an idea and runs back for override::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The blast doors fall into place behind the away =team as they get out of the destruction that once was the Apache's Main =Shuttle Bay ... many of them sport minor cuts and bruises.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: falls face up :: CMO: Are you all right?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions team as they reach engineering deck, phasers ready =they head for main engineering.  Bounding slowly in squads::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::once there pulls out PAAD and links it to the blown wires =of the console and then looks up at the broken doors and sighs::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters the hatch himself after max and cycles it thru to =full pressure ALL: Is everyone all right?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::gets up off the CEO:: I'm okay, how about you?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Evan's team moves throughout Main Engineering =securing the area much to the surprise of the Engineers there.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::tries to fight the surge of emotion that is sweeping through her:: =SEC: What's happening?  ::keeps working on the commands::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=self:  never mind...  ::stands and runs back for the rest of =the AT::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: begins to feel confused:: self: where am I :: head =pounding follows anyone in an EVA suit::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=ALL: Report in!
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=CTO: here sir
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: gets up and gets his phaser rifle :: CMO: I'll live.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=Aloud: Who is in charge here?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Energy buildup is still increasing...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CO: We have reentered thru the shuttle bay. We have =wounded. Is sickbay secure?~~~~
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::runs up next to Cal::  CNS:  What's wrong, Calgary?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at a familiar face::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: tries to fire the EMP::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The static discharge of the EMP pulse rips through =the deflector array shorting it out and causing explosions on decks 11, =12, and 13 as it rips through space towards the Breen vessel. Seeing what is coming, the vessel shuts down its upload too =late.  The surge coarses throug the Breen computer banks and rips them =apart.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CTO: Here Sir. :: where's here?::  OPS: My head
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CIV: Identify your self.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::raises phaser::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks relieved:: CEO:  Well, let's get going, Lieutenant.  =I think we're only one deck off, but I'm not sure.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~ FCO: Sickbay is secure... there is an energy buildup =in Main Science that is steadily increasing, we can't reverse it~~~~
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::is looking at the flood of information coming to her =console::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: In turn, that compromises structural integrity and =the pulse shoots through the electrical system going backwards to its warp core. The core breeches and the =Apache is rocked heavily by the explosion.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=ALL: TAKE THAT!!!!!
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::rocked and almost loses footing:
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::grabs a door frame for support::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=<PADD> *CSO*: I saw what happened. Are you all right?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Breen vessel is shortly little more than more =wreckage for the debris field.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: gets thrown to the wall :: CMO: What the devil?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CNS:  Can you make it back?  Shall I get med personnel?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::grabs a hold of something::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: Identify myself :: OPS: MacKenzie Lt JG MacKenzie. :: =begins to fall to the floor::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*:  I’m a bit bruised and battered
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Ma'am ... the Breen ship is destroyed...
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Looks at CTO:: CTO:  It is me Max, David your old TO
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::grabs CNS::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: What now, boss?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Running footsteps are heard coming towards Toros =and Naegle.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS_Drathlai: Rikus, get the counselor to sickbay. Be =careful. Take 2 men with you.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::staggers a bit:: CEO:  This might be incredibly obvious, =but that sounded like an explosion.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CIV: David???
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: grabs his phaser rifle :: CMO: Janet, Stand ready! :: =takes a defensive position ::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::back where:: OPS: Oh the beach that would be nice Rikus :: =smiles::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::get thrown from her chair as the explosion rocks the ship:: SEC: What?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=FCO:  Yes sir...  all:  you two... come with me...::points::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CIV: You sure picked a nice time to join us.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: The pulse damaged some of our systems
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::takes cover however she can and gets ready::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CTO:  You bet old friend, you didn't think I would let you =have all the fun?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CTO: What's your situation?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::smiles at CNS::  CNS:  By the Gods?  ::begins jogging =carrying her to sickbay::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::tries to make sense of the data coming to her screen:: CO: =The surge in the Main Science bay caused a power surge through their =uploading...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A rather large group of Cardassians rushes past =Toros and Naegle not even paying attention to them. In the lead is Glinn =Dorchel heading for Flight Ops.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::sits up slowly:: SEC:  What did you say?  ::is thankful she was able =to catch herself::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CIV: Well, looks like we have a group of Cardassians spread =over decks 8-11.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks down the corridor and fires his phaser rifle at them =:: CMO: Cover my back!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: The EMP pulse worked Sir, I’m trying to lock =down all Computer systems... some are damaged.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions to his team:: CTO well I brought some =re-enforcements
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CEO:  You got it! ::Takes a position which would defend Toros =from the rear::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  Kylorean...  *CSO* Excellent Lt. ... do what you can to minimize =the damage...
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::looks up at the CO confused:: There was a power surge and =their warp core breached....
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Cardassians are quickly around the next corner =and ignore Toros' firing offering a few return shots but nothing =significant in a hurry to get where they are going.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: Sir, lets get moving..
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CTO/CO: Any of them still=20on board can hear our Coms. Let's give them a road map of where to =go.~~~~ ::grins evilly and taps his communicator:: *CO*: Sir, we are =penetrating to deck 8 from deck 9.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CIV: David its good to have you back onboard.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: stomps his foot :: *Bridge*: Bridge, Deck 12 Section 13, =Cardassian Intruders, I'm perusing!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::still carrying CNS, shaking her slightly::  CNS:  Are you =still with us?  ::worried::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: Aye. :: begins to try and minimize damaged systems::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::Notices what's going on:: CEO:  Toros, they're headed for =Flight Ops, we need to stop them before they get there!
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CTO: It is good to be back Max.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: runs after them with his phaser rifle aimed ahead of him =:: CMO: Let's go!
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::ready for anything waits for orders::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*CO*: sir epsilon team has penetrated decks 11 and moving =down .
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=ALL: Team, we will meet them all on about Deck 6. Move =carefully, and use as much force as you see fit. Take as many as you can =alive for intelligence to deal with.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CEO:  I'm right behind you:
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Another Peregrine fighter moves into the Main =Shuttle Bay but does not have room to land.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::begins to become conscious:: OPS: I'm here ::tries to =smile:: what's happening? I must have blacked out; I'll be fine really.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CIV: Well David, lets take out the trash.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: runs around the corner the Cardassians took and fires his =phaser rifle into the corridor :
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CTO_Lu: That's the spirit, Max! ::slaps him on the shoulder::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CTO: Sounds like a plan.  :: Motions to his team::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::takes point and fires down the next corridor::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::gets to her feet and walks back over to tactical.::  =~~~~FCO: Very well Commander, ::smiles~~~~ *FCO* Understood, security =teams should be in your area soon.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Several Cardassians stop running and return fire on =Toros allowing the others to press on.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: There has been heavy damage to decks 11 through 12.....
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CEO: Some are getting away let me go after them!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: targets the Cardassians firing at him and Janet and fires =at them ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::checks the power on his phaser rifle::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CMO: Go! Take that tube, make a right and cut them off.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CIV_Evans: Welcome aboard, =Lieutenant. I usually do this under more pleasant circumstances. if you =would follow us, please. ::grins at his old friend::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::starts to head out::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: And I am reading more Peregrine fighters in our shuttle =bay...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CNS:  Fine?  You don't look fine...  we're going to take you to sick... ::catches =himself and remembers it was still controlled by the Cardassians::  =well, maybe we're not going there... uhm, we are taking back the ship, =m'luv...  ::smiles::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::follows behind the CTO::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::redirects controls of damaged systems to auxiliary =systems::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: fires his phaser rifle at the Cardassians again ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Do we have primary systems back
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::heads down the corridor and takes the first Jefferies tube =he sees:: ALL: Follow me!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC: Understood, get teams there to secure the area.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions his team to follow leaving 5 back to secure =engineering::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::follows Toros' instructions and finds herself almost face =to face with the Cardies, Fires a wide angle phaser shot::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Cardassians are firmly entrenched and basically =returning Toros' fire shot for shot.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::follows the Commander::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Cardassians fall in front of Naegle.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::nods:: CO: Aye Ma'am...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks around::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Not yet, I'm bypassing the damaged systems as we =speak.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::here's the FCO:: OPS: Good I'm getting very tired of these =uninvited guests :: smiles::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: sets his phaser on a wider dispersion and fires into the =tube ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*FCO* Security reports teams retaking deck 10.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::sets rifle to heavy stun and descends tube to deck 8 and =carefully cracks open the tube access::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: Were to?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::walks over to the Cardie’s using her rifle as a =poker to make sure they're down::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: excellent
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CNS:  Me as well.... shall we follow the FCO?  Can you walk?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::pulls out his USP Tac.::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::cocks it::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::using hand and arm signals motions his team forward::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::double checks phaser sets to stun::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Teams find Deck 11 largely empty as they move =through it securing the area.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: walks over to a different terminal to access internal =sensors::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: continues his firing into the Jefferies tube ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::slings the phaser rifle over his shoulder::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::Finds them stunned and runs to Flight Operations::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: stands a little shaken at first :: OPS: Lets go get them =::smiling:: Do you think I could swap this rifle for something smaller.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: tracks the Cardassian movement::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Toros and Naegle find the door to Flight Operations =secured and shut.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::motions the CTO to take point out of the group silently and =takes 6 men with him to descend another level::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC:  Try to locate the intruders, clue our teams in to their location =by informing them that teams are in those locations.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Yes, Sir
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=:: walks slowly forward with pistol in a light but firm =grip::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: sets his phaser rifle to near maximum and takes aim at the =door :: CMO: Stand back.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::smiles::  CNS:  Wish I would have grabbed something... I =just ran for the override console... all I have are my trusty hands and =feet... and I'd like to keep them. ::grins::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=SEC Teams: Report...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::opens the access silently and slithers out, giving cover to =the team as they exit::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::stands back::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Follows CTO motioning his team onwards::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::receives report from deck 11::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::continues trying to bring main systems back on-line::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: takes a few steps back and fires his phaser rifle at the =door of the Flight OPS ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Suddenly main power sparks and starts up ... =falters ... and fails again.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CTO: Max, I'm on Deck 9. We will drive them toward =you.~~~~
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=Sec Teams: Move on to Deck 12...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO* computer damage is substantial.. we are having a very =difficult time bypassing damaged circuits
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO: We are trying to use internal sensor to detect the intruders, =you will be getting their location from MCPO Abbot~~~~
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The door to flight ops melts and fierce phaser fire =greets Toros.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::joins Toros in firing, phaser rifle at narrow beam =maximum::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=~~~~FCO: Like herding cows to the slaughterhouse~~~~
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Internal sensors indicate Cardassians and Breen in =Flight Ops ... some making there way into the shuttle bay.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: pushes the CMO out of the way as he ducks out the other =way ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::sighs and tries again::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: try to access environmental controls
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CSO* Keep working on it... concentrate on keeping internal =sensors working.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CO: Acknowledged, awaiting information~~~~ ::signals to =halt::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles:: OPS: Take my rifle. It's to hard to shoot with one =arm
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::falls out of the way, rolls over and continues firing at =maximum but resets to wide beam::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::gets the reports from her teams:: CO: Sir, The intruders =are on deck 12..at flight Ops!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: fires into the Flight OPS bay as he lands tumbling ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: Acknowledged. :: concentrates on sensors::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Slowly the Cardassians in Flight OPS are subdued.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: I'll try sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=:: waits for Turnbull’s signal::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CNS:  Alright... ::takes it:: okay, now stay out of the line =of fire, m'luv... ::smiles::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: comes to a halt ::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions team to a halt and to take positions::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: runs up and stands his back to the door he just shot at =and abruptly enters firing at any one that is standing ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::whispers:: TO: Naug, get ready with your phaser rifle::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::concentrates getting access to environmental controls::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC: Get the word out to the others that the area surrounding flight ops =and the shuttlebay on deck 12 are secure.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Toros finds Flight OPS full of Cardassian and Breen =bodies.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CIV: Lets set a line of fire right here.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::checks phaser rifle and readies himself::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=CTO: aye sir   :: gets ready to fire::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: goes to the window looking over the Shuttle Bay ::=20
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks around at the carnage::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=~~~FCO: Got a nice line of fire for them spoon heads~~~
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=~~~FCO: Bring em on,, Sir..~~~~~~
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::bringing phaser rifle up to bear::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: hand to hand combat, tries to lift her left arm:: self: =anyone here who can lend a hand?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Aye... ::does as she is instructed::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CTO: We are ready Max.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Looking down in the shuttle bay he sees Dorchel and =a dozen other people climbing into a pair of Peregrine fighters.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CMO: Fire at those people!  :: goes to a console and attempts =to seal the Shuttle Bay doors ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Ma'am ... the intruders are in the main shuttle bay ... =they are attempting to escape...
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::takes careful aim, ready to kill::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: slams on the controls and jumps up on them breaking the =glass and firing at the Cardassians he sees ::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CTO: On your command we will open fire Max.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CTO: Decks 11 and 12! GO!~~~~
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::fires at the Cardassians, medium beam maximum stun::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=ALL: deck 11 and 12 lets go!!
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::takes careful aim at Glinn Dorchel and fires::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::attempts to erect emergency forcefields to prevent =Cardie’s from leaving::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=ALL: Double time!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::signals his men back into the tube and descends to deck =12::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::rushes::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::moves out ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Some of the Cardassians stop and return fire but =most continue climbing into the fighters.  One begins to make its way =out of the shuttle bay.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: fires at the engines of the peregrine fighters at maximum =payload ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::follows CTO::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::repeats the same infiltration of deck 12 and runs toward =the shuttle bay::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CSO* See if you can lock down the doors to the shuttlebay!
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Motions team and follows CTO::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: targets the fighter now attempting to depart and shoots =his phaser rifle at them at full strength ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=:;works to stop the fighter from leaving...anyway she can::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::sets phaser rifle to kill and fires at shuttle::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::continues trying to bring main systems back on-line::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Phaser fire pings off the hulls of the Peregrines =as they move to leave the bay.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::reaches the door to shuttle bay::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: Aye :: tries to close doors::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SEC: Do we have any power in the phaser array; can you take out their =engines?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters the shuttle bay to see the exiting shuttle:: ALL: =Get us into one of those fighters! Opens fire wide beam at a fighter =that is being boarded by Cardassians::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=Self: Nooo!!! :: continues his fire at the ship ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::runs in seeing the fighters start to leave::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The first Peregrine quickly leaves the bay ... the =second begins to lift off.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::fires his gun ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: I am attempting to bring phasers online
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::fires at Peregrine just taking off::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: switches his fire to the second ship ::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::running into shuttle bay ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::Gains the fighter hatch and kills the rearward Cardie with =a blow to the throat::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:: looks at the FCO, not again::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Opens fire signally to team to open fire::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::opens fire wide beam in front of him::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::motions everyone to spread out::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: stops firing and sees the Starfleet uniforms attack the =ship :: CMO: Hold your fire!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::runs after Turnbull::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: As the second Peregrine leaves the shuttle bay it =is engulfed in phaser fire ... it explodes and rains debris down on the =bay as the USS Crazy Horse flies by the open bay.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::watches the internal sensors as the ships lift off and =exit the shuttlebay::
=20
=TO_Naug says:
=::spreads wide and open fire::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::hears CEO and ceases firing::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The first Peregrine goes to warp and leaves the =area.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::stuns everyone on the flight deck of the fighter::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: scans for cloaked vessels ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks around::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Second Peregrine bursts into flames and falls =back to the shuttle bay deck as the USS Crazy Horse swoops by the open =Shuttle Bay opening fire.=20Slowly the fighting dies down in the shuttle bay as the Peregrine pieces =slowly burn on the shuttle bay deck.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=ALOUD: Dammit!!! He got away!!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Self:  Now that was a waste of life and resources... =::frowns::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO* Sorry sir I couldn’t track the other fighter
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks over to S'Toran::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CTO_Lu: Mister Lu, confine all survivors to the brig or =sickbay under heavy guard.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::sees the readings on sensors:: ~~~~FCO: S'Toran!? ~~~~
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: Sir!, Next time...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::stands watching debris burn ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Ma'am ... one of the fighters got away ... the other has =been destroyed...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 6 >>>>>>>>>>

